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Achievement
Analyse international trade using
economic concepts and models.

Achievement with Merit
Analyse international trade in depth
using economic concepts and models.

Achievement with Excellence
Analyse international trade
comprehensively using economic
concepts and models.
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Annotation
This candidate has received an M5 grade because they have:
provided a detailed explanation into the shift of the demand for the NZ$. A
rise in interest rates in the US would result in more funds going to US banks
and less funds coming to NZ banks. As a result, the demand for $NZ would
fall and the $NZ would depreciate.
• integrated Graph One into their detailed explanations.
For an E grade the candidate would have to increase the world price (Pw) in Graph
Two and fully explain the effect the effect of the depreciation from part (a) on Pw
and the effects of this increase in Pw on exporters of logs and poles and employees
in the forestry industry. They would also have to integrate Graph Two into their
detailed explanations
•

1

M5

This candidate has received an E8 grade because they have:

2

•

provided a detailed explanation into why New Zealand imports steel and
China exports steel. NZ imports steel from China because the NZ price
without trade is higher than the Chinese price and NZ consumers can get
cheaper steel from China than from NZ producers. China exports steel to NZ
because NZ pays a higher price for steel than Chinese producers receive
from Chinese consumers. At the world price the surplus in China is exported
and the shortage in NZ is imported.

•

provided a detailed explanation of the effect of the decrease in falling
Chinese demand on New Zealand steel consumers and producers. The fall
in demand in China would result in a lower trade price of steel. Consumers
of steel will increase their quantity demanded as it is more affordable. The
lower trade price means that NZ steel producers would need to also lower
their price and reduce their output, and this makes NZ steel producers less
profitable and worse off.

•

integrated Graph Three into their detailed explanations.

E8

This candidate has received an E7 grade because they have:

3

E7

•

provided detailed explanations on the advantages of free trade agreements to
consumers and/or producers. Free trade allows producers access to inputs
that are made in countries where costs are lower which will increase their
profitability. Also, free trade opens markets to producers to get access to
more consumers and the demand for their output is increased. This leads to
higher prices, sales and profitability

•

provided a detailed explanation on the advantages of protectionism. By
preventing foreign pests from entering the country, growers would maintain
the output and quality of peas produced without having to pay the additional
cost of pest control. This would maintain pea growers’ profitability

provided a detailed explanation on whether free trade or protectionism would
provide greater benefits to agricultural industries.
Note: candidates could argue a preference either way with supporting evidence.
•

